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Abstract of the Thesis
Calculating RNA motif probabilities and
recognizing patterns in sequence data
by
Ryan Kennedy
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Professor Rob Knight, Chair
Recent advances in technology have catalyzed an explosion in the amount of
available biological sequence data. In order to efficiently extract information
from this vast amount of data, analyses using computers are essential. In this
thesis, I present several techniques for the analysis of nucleic acids which allow
for efficient research into many biological processes.
First, I look at the probability of a specific RNA motif occurring in a random
sequence. While previous work on this topic has resulted in approximations to
this problem with an unquantifiable amount error, I present a novel method that
provides a confidence interval around the true probability which scales much
better than exact calculations. I also compare the accuracy of different methods
and find that some approximations are accurate across a wide range of conditions
while others are frequently in error by several orders of magnitude. I apply
these techniques to an analysis of biological RNA motifs in order to explore
compositional biases found in both naturally-occurring and artificially-selected
xii
motifs.
In addition, I present a framework of machine learning techniques for ex-
tracting information from sequence data in molecular biology. This framework
is able to identify interactions relating to differences within individual sequences
- including covariation between positions - as well as interactions between the
sequences themselves. I demonstrate the use of these methods in looking for pat-
terns related to the transcription factor p53, a protein known to have an effect
on tumor suppression.
xiii
CHAPTER 1
Background
Over the last few years, the amount of publicly available biological data has under-
gone an enormous increase. For example, GenBank [2] - a government-maintained
database of publicly available DNA sequences - had only 606 sequences in 1982.
The number of sequences reached a million in 1996 and has continued to grow
exponentially; as of 2008, GenBank contains nearly 100 million DNA sequences,
or about 100 billion base pairs. When the amount of available data was much
less, extracting information from it was possible by visual inspection or man-
ual manipulation. Now, however, advances in technology allow for millions of
sequences to be produced very quickly, necessitating the use of computers. Com-
puters also provide the additional advantage of being able to model data and
produce results much more quickly and efficiently than ever before. Even so, this
is not done automatically. New analysis techniques must be designed in order
to extract this information from data. In this thesis, I explore several different
analyses of nucleic acids and how they can be applied to different data sets.
The basis for the work presented in this thesis lies in biology, and so this
section will provide a basic introduction to the biological concepts used in the
1
rest of the thesis. Much of the thesis is quantitative in nature, however, and
can be understood without having a firm grasp of biology. Even so, some of the
conclusions that are drawn, as well as the motivations behind the work, come
from biology and so here is provided a brief background.
1.1 Nucleic Acids
Nucleic acids are a family of molecules to which DNA and RNA belong [12].
DNA - deoxyribonucleic acid - is commonly known as the carrier of a person’s
genetic information and is present in every cell in the body. DNA is composed of
four types of nucleotide bases: adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine, although
they will hereafter be referred to as just A, C, G and T, respectively.
RNA - ribonucleic acid - is related to DNA and is also a carrier of genetic
information. It too is composed of four bases, although DNA’s thymine base is
replaced by uracil (U) in RNA. There are several different types of RNA and
together they play a wide range of roles. For example, RNA can be an interme-
diate carrier of genetic information or even have catalytic functions (these RNA
enzymes are known as ribozymes) similar to those of proteins [12]. Because of
these different functions that RNA can perform, it has been hypothesized that,
before the existence of DNA or proteins, RNA existed in their place. This idea
is known as the RNA World hypothesis [14].
Even though nucleic acids are composed of only four bases, they are much
more complex than their four-base composition would suggest. Although they
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can be described in terms of their primary structure - the sequences of bases from
which they are made - these bases are able to pair together into more complex
arrangements, known as their secondary structure. Standard Watson-Crick base
pairing [12] tells us that the bases A and U (or T, for DNA) will pair together, as
will the bases C and G. There is also the possibility of G-U base pair in RNAs,
known as wobble base pairing [35], although our results have shown that this
has little if any effect on the applications of the techniques that I explore in this
thesis. Finally, nucleic acids are able to go beyond simple base pairing and fold
into more complex shapes, known as the tertiary structure. As I have shown
in [17] and will explore in this thesis, the composition of RNAs has a significant
impact on whether they are able to fold into specific tertiary structures and this
distribution gives functional RNAs certain compositional biases.
1.1.1 RNA Motifs
RNA motifs are specific patterns of RNA that are of interest. These motifs
correspond to the minimal specifications of molecules that may perform a specific
function. For example, the isoleucine aptamer [21] is an RNA that binds to the
amino acid isoleucine. Aptamers are important in fields such as drug research,
where aptamers which bind to deleterious molecules might be selected for. Other
RNA motifs include self-cleaving ribozymes [20] and aptamers which bind to
antibiotics [5].
The specifications for these patterns include the primary structure of the
motif using the four bases A, C, G and U, as well as degenerate bases which may
3
represent several of the bases. For example, the degeneracy N corresponds to a
base that is allowed to be any of the four bases while a Y represents the bases
C and U. Table 1.1 lists the full IUPAC representation of degenerate bases in
RNA [31].
Symbol Bases Represented
A A
C C
G G
U U
W A/U
S C/G
M A/C
K G/U
R A/G
Y C/U
B C/G/U
D A/G/U
H A/C/U
V A/C/G
N A/C/G/U
Table 1.1: IUPAC specification of degenerate RNA bases.
Motif specifications can also contain base pairings as well as spaces that sep-
arate the motif into modules. Modules are pieces of the motif that are specified
such that any number of arbitrary bases can be put between the two module
without changing the motif. This is frequently seen in secondary structures such
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as the hairpin, (Figure 1.1) where two sections of RNA are specified while what is
in between the two sections is of no consequence to the RNA’s function. Much of
the work in this thesis relates to RNA motifs, where we are looking at properties
of specific, biologically-significant RNAs.
Figure 1.1: A hairpin secondary structure in an RNA molecule. The red region
forms a loop who’s bases maybe be arbitrary and of any number for the motif to
be functional.
1.2 Transcription and transcription factors
DNA, the carrier of genetic information, resides in the nucleus of eukaryotic
cells [12]. RNA is created by copying specific portions of the DNA molecule.
This process of creating RNA from DNA is known as transcription. This process
is important because transcribed messenger-RNA (mRNA) will go on to create
proteins which play a central role in virtually every process in our body.
Transcription factors are proteins that play an important role in regulat-
ing transcription. These transcription factors bind to the DNA molecule and
have some effect on transcription, possibly increasing or decreasing the rate of
transcription. However, the interactions between transcription factors and the
5
regulation of transcription is complex, and for this reason I also explore a frame-
work for extracting information about these interactions as applied to p53, a
transcription factor that is known to have an effect on tumor suppression [16,32].
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CHAPTER 2
Probabilistic Analysis of RNA
2.1 Motivation
Determining a hierarchy of how species have evolved is a problem which must
be inferred a posteriori ; it is not possible to go back in time to see the process
of evolution itself. As a result, inferences have to be made from existing data,
possibly including body structures of the animals or their genetic information.
This same problem can be thought of for RNA, where specific RNA structures are
found in a diverse group of animals (for example, the Hammerhead motif [4]).
Unfortunately, it is difficult to distinguish between RNA motifs that evolved
independently multiple times or evolved once and were passed on in subsequent
generations. One way to make an inference is to calculate how likely it is for
a motif to occur in a random sequence, giving an indication of how likely it is
that the motif would have evolved independently. If a motif is very likely to
evolve by itself, then it is probable that most of the observations of that motif
arose independently. On the other hand, for highly-unlikely motifs, it is more
probable that it evolved only a few times and was passed on to others. In this
7
chapter, I compare several different methods for calculating the probability of
a motif occurring in a random sequence and also present a novel method with
several advantages over previous work.
2.2 Previous Work
2.2.1 Exact Calculation
The most obvious method for calculating the probability of the occurrence of a
given RNA motif is to calculate it exactly. The exact calculation can be accom-
plished by using certain types of deterministic finite automata (DFA) (Figure
2.1) [34]. A DFA is a set of states where, given a string, each character will cause
a transition to another state of the automata. A string is said to be accepted
by the DFA if the final state where it ends up is one of the accepting states of
the automaton. An important characteristic of DFAs is that the set of languages
that can be represented by a DFA is equivalent to the set of regular languages.
This fact will an be important as we calculate the probability of motif occurrence
using DFAs.
Because our RNA motifs are just strings, we can treat them as words and
use a special class of DFAs to detect them: Aho-Corasick automata [10]. Aho-
Corasick automata are used frequently in string matching and provide the ability
to detect all matches of a given word in a string of characters; in our case, we
are looking for an RNA motif in a longer sequence of nucleotide bases. However,
8
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2
34
A
C,G,U
C
A
G,U
C
A
G,U
G
A
C,U
A,C,G, U
Figure 2.1: An example of a deterministic finite automaton that recognizes any
string containing the substring ‘ACCG’
because we want to detect whether or not the motif is present in the string at
all and not just whether we saw the motif at the last base, we make the terminal
states of the automata absorbent, meaning that any additional characters fed to
the automata will not result in a transition to any other states (see Figure 2.1
for an example).
Although we can now detect the presence of an RNA motif by using an Aho-
Corasick automaton, our eventual goal is determine the probability of a given
motif occurring in a random string. Even though it would be possible to estimate
this via Monte Carlo simulation, whereby many random strings are generated and
the probability is estimated as the proportion of strings that contain the motif,
this is impractical since we typically find that the true probability of seeing the
motif is less than - sometimes much less than - 10−10. Instead, we assign a
probability to each transition in the automaton based on the probability of each
nucleotide base in the random string. The resulting automaton can be represented
as a first-order homogeneous Markov chain [24] where the transition matrix is now
the probability transition matrix. Now, the probability of the motif represented
9
by the automaton occurring in a random string of length n is the probability of
starting at the initial state and ending at a terminal state. This can be calculated
by taking
∑
tǫT P
n(i, t), where i is the initial state, T is the set of terminal states
and P is the probability transition matrix.
Using this method, it is indeed feasible to calculate the probability of occur-
rence of simple motifs which can be represented as a regular language. Consider,
for instance, a simple motif with only a single module and no degenerate bases,
such as AGGUAUCAGUA. Even motifs containing paired, non-degenerate bases or
non-paired, degenerate bases can be represented in this form since pairing of
non-degenerate bases does not change the motif at all and non-paired degener-
ate bases can be represented as a single state where transition probabilities are
calculated by taking into account all possible bases the degeneracy represents.
Furthermore, this can also represent motifs containing more than one module
(where the number of bases between modules is > k) by taking the concatena-
tion of automata that represent each module (with additional spacer states for
k > 0). For these cases, calculation of the exact probability is typically not
difficult.
Problems arise, however, because many real-world motifs contain paired de-
generate bases (For example, the Tryptophan aptamer motif can be represented as
(N(N(R(Y(YRAGUNU(C(GCAGUAACC)G)URNN)G)Y)N)N) [25], where matching paren-
theses surround paired bases). In order to apply this analysis of RNA to real
motifs without imposing severe restrictions on the motifs themselves, it is im-
portant to be able to calculate the probability for this case. Unfortunately, the
co-dependence between bases that is introduced through pairing of degenerate
bases results in a language that is no longer regular and cannot be represented
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by a single, simple finite automaton. Instead, we can represent such motifs by
the entire set of possible non-degenerate motifs which they represent. For exam-
ple, the motif ACG(NAN)U can be decomposed into the set of motifs {ACGAAUU,
ACGCAGU, ACGGACU, ACGUAAU}. The exact probability of occurrence can then
be calculated by finding the probability of occurrence for each of the individual
motifs as previously described and then using the inclusion-exclusion principle,
which says that
Prob(motif) = S1 + S2 + . . .+ Sm, (2.1)
where, if Mi is the event that the i
th motif occurs, then
S1 =
∑
j
Prob (Mj)
S2 = −
∑
i<j
Prob (Mi ∩Mj)
. . .
Sk = (−1)
(k+1) ·
∑
I⊂{1,...,m}:|I|=k
Prob (∩iǫIMi)
Here, Prob(∩iMi) can be calculated using the product automaton of each in-
dividual motif [24]. The problem with this technique is that the complexity of the
calculation grows very quickly with the number of degenerate base pairs. Since ev-
ery set of fully-degenerate paired bases can be represented by four non-degenerate
motifs, a motif with k fully-degenerate base pairs requires the inclusion-exclusion
principle to be applied to a set of 4k motifs. So, a relatively-small motif with just
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4 such base pairs will result in a set of representative motifs with 44 = 256 ele-
ments. In calculating the probability, then, the inclusion-exclusion rule’s largest
sum will contain
(
256
256/2
)
≈ 5.8 × 1075 terms. Clearly, this is far too many terms
to calculate. Furthermore, real motifs are frequently much more complex than
this; the Chloramphenicol motif [19] has 21 fully-degenerate base pairs.
2.2.2 Information Content Approximation
A relatively simple approximation to the true probability of motif occurrence
can be calculated using the information content of a motif. This technique is
used when a multiple sequence alignment of the RNA sequences is constructed
and conserved positions (positions with the same nucleotide base in different se-
quences) are identified. Then, by calculating the Shannon entropy [36] (I =
−∆H,where H = −
∑
pi log2 pi) of each position/base pair (both independent
positions and base pairs have the same information content since each has four
possible states, assuming no wobble pairing) and summing across the entire se-
quence, the resulting value is an indication of the amount of information that the
motif contains. The reduction in entropy of each base/base pair - where all four
possible states are equally-likely - is then
∆H = − (0− (−4× 0.25× log2 0.25)) = 2 bits.
Looking at probabilities instead of bits, each position or base pair in the motif
multiplies the probability of occurrence by 1/4 (for equal base frequencies). In
other words, this model simply multiplies the probability of occurrence of each
12
specified base/base pair in the motif. For example, this method would say that
the motif ACCGUA has the probability of occurrence
Prob(ACCGUA) = Prob(A)× Prob(C)× Prob(C)× Prob(G)× Prob(U).× Prob(A)
The advantages of this method are in its simplicity and fast calculation. Un-
fortunately, as I showed in [18], the method is also frequently incorrect by several
orders of magnitude. Part of the reason for this is that it does not take into
account the modularity of motifs or the length of the random sequences, both of
which have significant effects on the probability of a motif occurring. Because of
this, I do not recommend using the information content approximation.
2.2.3 Poisson Approximation
Another method which is nearly as simple and fast as the information content
approximation is the Poisson approximation [37]. Here, we first calculate the
probability p of the finding the motif M in a single random sequence that is the
same length as the motif. However, we then calculate the number of ways that
the motif could appear in the random sequence. For example, a motif might start
at the first base in a random sequence, or the second, etc. This calculation takes
into account both the length of the random sequence as well as the modularity of
the motif. Finally, using the Poisson formula to calculate the probability of zero
occurrences in the random sequence and subtracting from 1:
Prob (M) = 1− e−p·n,
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where n is the number of ways the motif can appear in the random sequence.
This approximation assumes that each match of the motif is independent
and that matches are very unlikely. These assumptions may be violated for
highly-modular motifs since the modularity increases the probability of occur-
rence. However, as I showed in [18], the Poisson approximation is very close to
the exact probability over a wide range of conditions. Furthermore, [17] showed
that, for real biological motifs of interest, the Poisson approximation has an av-
erage error of about 0.076% for motifs with probability in a range of more than
50 orders of magnitude. Despite these findings, the weakness of the method is
that, in general, it is a point estimate with an unknown amount of error and for
complex motifs where exact calculations are not feasible, its error is not easily
quantifiable.
2.2.4 Upper Bound Approximation
For a random sequence of length l, let W be the number of occurrences of the
motif M in the string. Then, Prob (W ≥ 1) is the probability of finding M in
the random string at least once. We can find an upper bound for this exact
probability by making use of Markov’s inequality [10], which says that
Prob (W ≥ 1) ≤ E(W )
where E(W ) is the expected value of W . Now, let n be the number of possible
ways that M could occur in the random string. For each of these possible ways,
let Yi be equal to 1 if M occurs in this way and 0 otherwise. Then, W =
14
∑n
i=1 Yi. Therefore, E(W ) = E(
∑n
i=1 Yi) =
∑n
i=1 E(Yi) = n · p, where p is just
the probability of the pattern M itself occurring. Therefore, we can calculate
an upper bound on the exact probability. Furthermore, by taking the Poisson
approximation, 1− e−E(W ), and expanding it into a Taylor series, we get
Poisson approximation = 1− e−E(W ) = E(W )−
E(W )2
2!
+
E(W )3
3!
− . . . ≤ E(W )
In particular, the upper bound on the exact probability is also an upper bound
on the Poisson approximation. Further, we see that the difference between the
upper bound and Poisson approximations is of order E(W )2, which is negligible
for small probabilities.
This upper bound approximation is similar to the Poisson approximation in
both its speed and simplicity and also provides the additional advantage of being
a guaranteed upper bound on the true probability. In [17], I demonstrated that
the upper bound approximation agrees very well for a wide range of motifs similar
to actual biological motifs. Specifically, I showed that for a motif with an overall
probability less than 0.001 and with the probability of any individual module
being less than 0.01, the upper bound approximation gives an average error of
less than 1%. Furthermore, these conditions can be tested without calculating
the exact probability by directly calculating the upper bound probability; if the
calculated upper bound approximation satisfies these given constraints (which
account for a very wide range of biological motifs), then it can be concluded that
the probability is likely very accurate. This stands in contrast to the Poisson
approximation, where even if the Poisson probability satisfied the probability
conditions, it cannot necessarily be inferred that the true probability does as
well.
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2.3 Approximation with Confidence Bounds
To deal with the many of the problems inherent in the before-mentioned methods,
I have developed a novel technique which makes used of finite automata in a
way similar to that of the exact calculation. However, rather than requiring
all possible automata to be considered, I use statistical techniques in order to
significantly reduce number of calculations required - even for very complex motifs
- and instead provide asymptotic confidence bounds on the true probability.
First, we can observe that most of the RNA motifs of interest have probabili-
ties close to zero. Because of this, the probability of several of the non-degenerate
representative motifs occurring in the same random sequence - Prob(∩i=1,...,kMi)
where k >> 1 - is essentially zero relative to the probability of only one or
two occurrences. In other words, truncating the entire inclusion-exclusion series
(Equation 2.1) at some point is reasonable. By doing this, bounds on the true
probability can be given using Bonferroni’s inequality [10]:
2D∑
k=1
Mk ≤ Prob(motif) ≤
2D−1∑
k=1
Mk, for any D.
Thus, by computing the first 2D sums, bounds can be placed around the
actual probability. However, because there is no guarantee that the ith sum will
provide a tighter bound than the (i− 2)th, we instead use the inequality
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max
d=1,...,D
2d∑
k=1
Mk ≤ Prob(motif) ≤ min
d=1,...,D
2d−1∑
k=1
Mk.
By limiting the number of terms that we calculate in the inclusion-exclusion
series, we are able to significantly reduce the number of calculations performed.
However, for complex motifs the computation necessary is still prohibitive. To
deal with this, we use Monte Carlo methods to approximate the value of the
sums. For each sum, we are in essence trying to calculate the average of all the
values in the sum, since this can then be scaled by the number of terms in the
sum to get the actual sum. Then, because of the central limit theorem [10], the
distribution of the average of n random samples approaches a normal distribution
as n → ∞. For large n, then, confidence intervals can be placed around each
sum, naturally leading to asymptotic confidence bounds for the true probability
Prob(motif) (after appropriately scaling the value of α for the bounds of each
individual sum, as described in [18]).
The advantage of this method is that it provides a quantitative estimate of
the error of the approximation, something that none of the previous techniques
provide. Also, even though this method is significantly more computationally
expensive than other approximations, it is feasible for complex motifs and scales
much better than the exact calculation (Figure 2.2). Note that I use the word
asymptotic when referring to the confidence bounds because the intervals rely
on the assumption of a normal distribution, which occurs only asymptotically as
n→∞.
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Figure 2.2: Computation time for simple motifs as the number of degenerate cor-
relations increases. Both the information content method (blue) and the Poisson
approximation (red) scale very well with increased motif complexity. In contrast,
the exact calculation (black) grows fast and the calculation is infeasible for more
than three correlations. The asymptotic confidence bound method (green) scales
much better than the exact method and remains computationally feasible for
complex motifs.
2.3.1 Determining the normality of the distribution
The confidence bounds we are using are asymptotic in the sense that they will
not be exact unless the distribution over the number of times a motif occurs in a
random string is normal, which only happens in the limit as n → ∞. However,
it remains an issue to determine what value for n should be used so that the
sampling distribution is nearly normal. To do this, I used the following statistical
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hypotheses: H0: the distribution is normal, H1: the distribution is not normal.
By taking an increasing number of samples from the distribution and testing for
normality, it is possible to determine a rough cutoff where the distribution is very
nearly normal. Our results indicate that 50 samples were more than enough to
ensure near-normality for small, simple motifs while 200 samples were sufficient
for large, complex motifs. For normality testing, the omnibus test of D’Agostino
and Pearson [8] was used.
2.3.2 Extension to Markovian backgrounds
One assumption that all these methods have made is that the probability of
occurrence of any base at a position in a random sequence is independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.). In other words, P (Xi = x|Xi−1, Xi−2, . . . , X1) =
P (Xi = x). Although this model is appropriate for SELEX experiments, where
RNAs are actually constructed in this way, it is clearly a simplifying assump-
tion for biological RNAs in the body, where the molecules were created under
complex circumstances that are far from i.i.d (for example, it is known that dif-
ferent regions of DNA have significantly different amounts of the bases G and C,
known as the regions GC content [12]). We can relax these assumptions, how-
ever, by using a Markov model, where we say P (Xi = x|Xi−1, Xi−2, . . . , Xn) =
P (Xi = x|Xi−1, Xi−2, . . . , Xi−k). This is known as a k
th order Markov model,
and although it is unlikely that actual RNAs were created with such a Markov
model, it imposes a less-stringent assumption than does the i.i.d. model.
All the previously-discussed methods make the assumption of an i.i.d. se-
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quence. One advantage, however, of using DFAs to compute the probability of
occurrence is that they can be easily extended from an i.i.d. model - which is just
a 0th order Markov model - to higher order models. This is accomplished by con-
sidering the product of an Aho-Corasick automaton with a de Bruijn automaton
of order k [23, 29,30].
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CHAPTER 3
Application to the Analysis of RNA Motifs
Using the previously-described probabilistic models, it is possible to calculate
the probability that an RNA motif occurs in a random sequence of nucleotide
bases. I now use these models in the analysis of actual biological RNA motifs.
A set of about 30 motifs which were artificially selected from SELEX experi-
ments were taken from the literature, covering a range of functions. For each
motif, I calculated the probability of the sequence elements occurring in a ran-
dom string at 5% intervals in composition space such that each base (A,C,G,U)
had at least a 5% composition. Plotting this allows us to see where in compo-
sition space the motif is most likely to occur (Figure 3.3). However, having just
the sequence elements of a motif does not guarantee that it will fold correctly.
To take this into account, I used the RNAFold program from the Vienna pack-
age [15] to estimate the probability that the motif will fold correctly given that
the sequence elements are present. Multiplying these two probabilities together
gives the joint probability of the motif sequence occurring and folding correctly:
Prob(Sequence)·Prob(Folding|Sequence) = Prob(Folding&Sequence). This could
be taken even further by estimating Prob(Function|Folding&Sequence), but this
would require lab expereriments that were not covered in this work.
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Once the probabilities were calculated for all motifs, comparing the distribu-
tions of different motifs would give an indication of how the distributions differ by
motif. However, because the probabilities were calculated at the same locations
in composition space for every motif, overlaying the plots would be uninformative
and comparing them side-by-side would be difficult for more than a few motifs.
Instead, I fit a multivariate Gaussian distribution to the distribution of each mo-
tif. Then, by plotting the one-standard-deviation ellipsoids, I was able to easily
compare the high-probability regions of every motif at once. Of course, the use
of a Gaussian distribution is not necessarily well-founded because the underly-
ing data are almost surely non-normal. However, the ellipsoids were used for
visualization and for this application they provided a convenient way to compare
different motif distributions (Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Distribution of one-standard-deviation ellipsoids for Sequence, Fold-
ing and Sequence&Folding
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Although examination of these artificially-selected motifs may give interesting
conclusions, even more information can come from a comparison to naturally-
occurring motifs. For this comparison, sequences from Rfam [13] were used. In
particular, the aptamers (riboswitches) and ribozymes from Rfam were compared
to our artificially selected motifs because only these RNAs are themselves func-
tional. In fact, the other classes of RNAs from Rfam - splisosomal, snRNA, and
miRNA - did not follow the same distribution as the ribozymes and riboswitches.
(Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Distribution of sequences taken from Rfam, by function.
Figure 3.3 shows the comparison between the distributions of artificially-
selected motifs and of naturally-occurring aptamers and ribozymes. The overlap
of the two distributions is striking. In particular, both distributions exhibit a
statistically significant bias toward purines (shown more clearly in Figure 3.1 for
artificially selected motifs) as well as a large spread along the GC axis (the axis
with the same proportion of the bases G and C) as compared to the two axes
orthogonal to it. Because these similarities exist between artificially-selected and
naturally -ccurring sequences, we can conclude that these features are not a re-
sult of intermolecular interactions because the artificially selected motifs have
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never been inside a living cell. Instead, these biases must be the result of general
requirements for functional RNAs. Examining Figure 3.1 sheds even more light
on the situation because it shows that the purine bias is the result of an interac-
tion between the sequence probability - which biases toward G - and the folding
probability - which biases toward A.
Another important conclusion can be seen by examining the colors in Figure
3.1. The colors in the figure correspond to different functions of the RNAs. It is
evident from the figure - and is also a statistically significant finding - that RNAs
with different functions do not occupy distinct regions of the composition space.
Instead, all the functions overlap within the same distribution and there is no
significant difference between the spaces that they occupy. This has important
implications for evolution; it supports the idea that it is possible for RNAs to
evolve into a new function without radical changes. Because all functions share
a similar region of composition space, an RNA could perform one function right
up until a single mutation that would cause the RNA to perform a new function
rather than having to undergo significant changes between the two functions.
Furthermore, the overlap of functions as well as the purine bias have impli-
cations for designing successful SELEX experiments. In order to create a large
number of functional sequences, it is best to bias the composition of the sequences
toward the purines, rather than using equal base frequencies or trying to tune
the composition toward that of RNAs of the desired function.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of distributions of (a) natural aptamers (green) and
ribozymes (blue) and (b) artificially selected motifs. The two distributions are
superimposed in (c).
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CHAPTER 4
Searching for Patterns in Sequence Data
Until now, I have looked at information concerning pre-specified RNA motifs.
However, for much of the available biological sequence data, there may not be
specific motifs that have been identified already, and this problem will only worsen
with the exponential growth in sequences (GenBank [2], for example, currently
has about 100 million sequences and has been doubling every 18 months). In order
to extract information from these sequences, it is important to have techniques
that do not depend on the availability of motifs but can be used on raw sequence
data. Toward this goal, I present a framework of methods that can be applied to
this type of data.
4.0.3 Background
As a first application of the technique I will describe, I look at data associated
with the transcription factor p53. Transcription factors (TF) are proteins that
bind to DNA and affect transcription (the process of creating RNA from the
DNA blueprint). p53 is a well-studied transcription factor because of its known
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effects on tumor suppression.
In the analysis, I used two data sets:
1. Horvath, et al. 2007 [16] provides 81 p53 TF binding sites (TFBS) and the
associated gene functions (i.e., apoptosis, cell cycle, etc.).
2. Riley, et al. 2008 [32] provides 157 p53 TFBS and whether they are acti-
vators or repressors.
In analyzing these data sets, our primary goal is to see if there are specific
factors that determine whether p53 acts as an activator/repressor or why p53
binds to genes with different functions, depending on which data set is used. I
examine two different hypotheses. The first is that the sequence of the binding
sites themselves affect p53’s function, while on the other hand it may be the
context of the p53 molecule - its interaction with other nearby transcription
factors - that is the determining factor.
4.0.4 Effect of the Sequence
Our first hypothesis is that the sequence of the p53 binding sites themselves are
the determining factor for the differences between activator/repressor or gene
function. In other words, this supposes that sequences that are similar to each
other will also be similar in their function. In order to determine whether two
sequences are similar, two different distance metric are used. The first metric is
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the Levenshtein distance - also known as the edit distance [22]. The Levenshtein
distance is defined for any two strings as the number of insertions, deletions and
substitutions that are required to transform one string into the other; if the two
strings are of the same length this is just the commonly-used Hamming distance.
Alternatively, we can use known information about DNA to try to improve our
distance metric. It is known that changes within the groups {A,G} and {C,T}
- called transitions - are more common than changes across the two groups -
called transversions [28]. Thus, we can define a new metric which I will call the
alternative distance, which is defined as the Hamming distance between two equal-
length strings except that transitions are counted as 1 edit while transversions
are counted as 2. The alternative distance requires that the two strings be the
same length because the transitions/transversions are considered between the
same base, while for unaligned sequences of varying length it is not possible to
determine which bases should be paired.
4.0.5 Visualization of the data sets
As a first approach, the distance matrix for a given sequence alignment can be
visually inspected. To do this, I used principal coordinates analysis [3] (PCoA).
PCoA is a visualization technique when only the distances between points are
known. For example, suppose that we want to visualize how the cities of Denver,
Colorado Springs, Miami, Philadelphia are spread out on a map when the only
available information is the distance between each pair of cities, as in Table
4.1. PCoA will take this distance matrix and convert the distances into points
such that the distances between points corresponds to the values in the supplied
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distance matrix. In addition, the points are generated such their axes are ordered
by the amount of variance in the data that they explain. In this case, the data
can be explained using just two axes (since a map is two-dimensional) and this
plot is shown in Figure 4.1. As expected, Denver and Colorado Springs appear
much closer to each other than to Miami or Philadelphia.
Denver Colorado Springs Miami Philadelphia
Denver 0 63 1725 1578
Colorado Springs 63 0 1690 1582
Miami 1725 1690 0 1019
Philadelphia 1578 1582 1019 0
Table 4.1: Distance matrix for several U.S. cities, in miles. Data from [1].
When visualizing sequence data, however, the resulting points are in a space
that is typically of a much higher dimension than two or three and it is not easy to
view the points directly. Instead, plotting the data on just the first two principal
components will give the most information about the data, with successive axes
explaining less and less of the variance. After plotting the data in this way,
I colored the points according to the function of their corresponding sequences
with the hope that points of the same color would tend to cluster together.
To demonstrate the use of PCoA, I downloaded the sequence alignments for
the RNAs miR-101 and snoME28S-Cm2645 from Rfam. These two RNAs have
very different sequences and so should serve as a good positive control for our
PCoA technique. The results from this data set are shown in Figure 4.2. Clearly,
these points form two clusters to the extent that almost 95% of the variance in
the data can be explained by only a single axis.
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Figure 4.1: PCoA for several U.S. cities.
I then applied PCoA to the Horvath data set and colored the points by gene
function to see whether a similar clustering occurred (Figure 4.3). Interestingly,
the clustering for the Horvath data set is minimal if existent at all. Using the
alternative distance provided similar results (Figure 4.4), although the first axis
does explain slightly more of the variance in the data.
The same technique can be applied to the Riley data set (Figure 4.5), where
only the Levenshtein distance could be used because not all binding sites were of
identical length. Again, very little clustering seems to have occurred.
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Figure 4.2: PCoA for positive control.
Figure 4.3: PCoA for Horvath data set using Hamming distance.
4.0.6 Supervised classification
Even though visual inspection seems to show no clustering in these data sets, it
might be possible that there is some significant clustering but that it might be
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Figure 4.4: PCoA for Horvath data set using alternative distance.
Figure 4.5: PCoA for Riley data set using Levenshtein distance.
too subtle to see visually or might require a view of the entire high-dimensional
space rather than just the first few principal components. For this, I used a super-
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vised classification technique. Given a set of data points along with the different
classes (i.e., activator/repressor or gene function) for each point, a supervised
classification algorithm attempts to find a boundary that separates the different
classes as well as possible. For this thesis, I used random forests [6], a technique
that is based on decision trees. Random forests were used because they are good
classifiers, are fast, automatically generate an unbiased estimate of classification
error on unseen data, and also allow the use of sequence data directly.
To demonstrate the use of random forests, I return to the miR-101 and
snoME28S-Cm2645 sequences. By feeding the points generate by PCoA, as well
as whether each point corresponded to miR-101 or snoME28S-Cm2645, into the
random forest, the confusion matrix of Table 4.2 was produced, which shows how
the points in each class were classified. The out-of-bag error estimate (OOB er-
ror; an estimate of future error on unseen data) was 5.13% when I would expect
an error rate of 48.72% by chance (the least error I would expect were there no
correlation between points and their corresponding classes; calculated as simply
choosing the class with the largest number of points for every classification). As
before, this positive control demonstrates that the use of these techniques does
provide useful information if any patterns exist.
miR-101 snoMe28S-Cm2645 Error
miR-101 18 2 10%
snoMe28S-Cm2645 0 19 0%
Table 4.2: Confusion matrix for positive control using the Hamming distance for
random forest classification.
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The same technique was first applied to the Horvath data set and the resulting
confusion matrix is shown in Table 4.3. Here, the OOB error rate is 50%, while
Apop. Cell
Ad.
Cell
Cy.
Cell
Gr.
Cell
Sig.
DNA
Rep.
ROS
Reg.
Error
Apop. 26 0 2 0 0 0 0 7.14%
Cell Ad. 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 100%
Cell Cy. 8 0 9 0 0 0 0 47.06%
Cell Gr. 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 100%
Cell Sig. 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 100%
DNA Rep. 3 0 4 0 0 0 0 100%
ROS Reg. 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 100%
Table 4.3: Confusion matrix for Horvath data set (7 classes) using the Hamming
distance for random forest classification. Class names are abbreviated for space.
by chance I would expect 60%, so random forests seem to be able to extract at
least a little information from the data points. It is also notable that the only
two classes that have less than 100% error are the apoptosis and cell cycle classes,
possibly because they are the largest two classes. If I look at only the points in
these two classes, I get the results in Table 4.4. The OOB error rate for this data
Apoptosis Cell Cycle Error
Apoptosis 25 3 10.71%
Cell Cycle 9 8 52.94%
Table 4.4: Confusion matrix for Horvath data set (2 classes) using the Hamming
distance for random forest classification.
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set is 26.67%, and I would expect 37.78% by chance. Again, there does seem to
be some effect that random forests are able to discern, although the effect might
have been too subtle for us to see visually with PCoA. Using the alternative
distance did not result in any better classification.
The same analysis can be applied to the Riley data set, giving the results
shown in Table 4.5. The OOB error for this data set is only 3.67%, with chance
Activator Repressor Error
Activator 131 1 0.76%
Repressor 5 18 21.74%
Table 4.5: Confusion matrix for Riley data set using the Levenshtein distance for
random forest classification.
being 14.84% because the data set is so heavily biased toward activators. Inter-
estingly, this is the only random forest analysis that has yielded less than 50%
error for every class. This might indicate that the sequence does have some effect
at separating data points, although a larger data set with more repressors would
be needed to verify this finding.
One advantage of using random forests for classification is that they allow
the use of non-numeric data. Instead of converting the sequences into a distance
matrix and then using PCoA to create a set of points that can be input to the
random forest, the sequences could stand for themselves. This does require that
the sequences be the same length, though, and so in order to avoid dealing with
gaps in the alignment of the Horvath data set, I looked only at the Riley data set.
Using the sequences themselves as input to the random forest allows us to see
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whether there are any differences in the actual sequences between classes rather
than just in the distances. Table 4.6 shows the confusion matrix for the positive
control data set using the sequence data. The random forest is able to separate
miR-101 snoMe28S-Cm2645 Error
miR-101 20 0 0%
snoMe28S-Cm2645 0 19 0%
Table 4.6: Confusion matrix for positive control using the Hamming distance for
random forest classification, using the sequence data directly.
the two classes perfectly, indicating that there is some intrinsic difference in the
sequences of the two classes.
Applying this analysis directly to the Horvath data set gives the confusion
matrix shown in Table 4.7. Unfortunately, using the sequence data performs
worse that using the distance data, so there is likely no difference in the sequences
themselves between data sets. Similar results were seen for the 2-class Horvath
data set (Table 4.8).
4.0.7 Detecting covariation in sequences
Whether or not separating the classes based on their sequences yielded any pat-
terns, there might be additional information due to base pairing in the sequences
that the previous methods were unable to pick up. For example, consider the
following alignment:
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Apop. Cell
Ad.
Cell
Cy.
Cell
Gr.
Cell
Sig.
DNA
Rep.
ROS
Reg.
Error
Apop. 19 0 7 1 0 0 0 32.14%
Cell Ad. 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 100%
Cell Cy. 14 0 1 0 1 0 1 94.12%
Cell Gr. 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 100%
Cell Sig. 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 100%
DNA Rep. 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 100%
ROS Reg. 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%
Table 4.7: Confusion matrix for Horvath data set (7 classes) using the Hamming
distance for random forest classification, using the sequence data directly. Class
names are abbreviated for space.
Apoptosis Cell Cycle Error
Apoptosis 21 8 27.59%
Cell Cycle 15 2 88.24%
Table 4.8: Confusion matrix for Horvath data set (2 classes) using the Hamming
distance for random forest classification, using the sequence data directly.
AGAGGUA
UCAUGUA
UCGCCCG
CCUGAAU
GUCAUGA
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Figure 4.6: Secondary structure of the histone3 RNA. Adapted from Rfam.
At first glance, it might appear that the underlined 3rd and 6th bases are un-
predictable; they could be any base. However, when viewed together, it becomes
evident that the two bases are Watson-Crick pairs; an A always accompanies a
U, and likewise for C and G. In fact, it might be the case that it is not important
what the actual bases are, but instead it is important that they are able to pair
together.
To detect covarying positions like this, I looked at the mutual information
between the two bases [3, 7]. Formally, the mutual information is defined as
M(X,Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X,Y ), where H(X) and H(Y ) is the entropy
of the positions X and Y , respectively, and H(X,Y ) is the joint entropy of the
two. More intuitively, the mutual information tells how predictable the value
of X is given the value of Y , and vice versa. Here, I actually use the mu-
tual information normalized by the joint entropy of the positions (NM(X,Y ) =
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M(X,Y )/H(X,Y )) which controls for different rates of coevolution [7, 26].
As an example of what this technique shows us, I looked at Histone3 [9], an
RNA taken from Rfam. It’s secondary structure, depicted in Figure 4.6, shows
that the molecule has known base pairing. In order to determine any high levels
of mutual information, I first calculated the mutual information between every
position in the alignment and then plotted this as a heatmap, shown in Figure
4.7
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Figure 4.7: Mutual information heatmap for histone3.
The first noticeable feature is the high mutual information along the main
diagonal. This is actually just because the mutual information of any base with
itself is 1. The white squares in the center of the figure are positions for which the
normalized mutual information is undefined because the positions’ bases did not
vary at all and so had a join entropy of 0. However, there is also an interesting
diagonal of high mutual information orthogonal to the main diagonal. The base
pairs - (6,21), (7,20), (8,19), and (9,18) - are in fact known base pairing positions
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as was seen in the secondary structure of Histone3. The remaining base pairs are
undefined for their normalized mutual information, but if I had a larger alignment
we would probably see a high level of mutual information between them as well.
The mutual information heatmap for the entire Horvath data set is shown in
Figure 4.8. Although there are no clear patterns of mutual information, the hope
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Figure 4.8: Mutual infomation heatmap for Horvath - full alignment.
is that looking at the alignments by gene function would vary based on function.
Unfortunately, as Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show, there are no regions of high mutual
information within the different classes of binding site either. Looking for mutual
informaton in the Riley data set had similar results (Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13).
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Figure 4.9: Mutual infomation heatmap for Horvath - apoptosis sites.
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Figure 4.10: Mutual infomation heatmap for Horvath - cell cycle sites.
4.0.8 Effect of Context
It is possible that there is very little difference in the sequences for different
binding sites. Instead, it could be possible that the p53 protein interacts with
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Figure 4.11: Mutual infomation heatmap for Riley - full alignment.
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Figure 4.12: Mutual infomation heatmap for Riley - activators.
nearby transcription factors which causes it to function differently. In testing
this hypothesis I used only the Riley data set because it was the more extensive
of the two and because it provided the location of the binding sites on the genes
so that the 5000-nucleotide sequence upstream from the promoter (where the
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Figure 4.13: Mutual infomation heatmap for Riley - repressors.
p53 binding site lies) could be gathered (sequences were taken from the UCSC
Genome Browser database [11]). Also, a list of transcription factors that might
interact with p53 were collected from TRANSFAC [27]. The list included the
factors C/EBP, E2A, MyoD, E2F1, E2F2, SP1, IRF1, STAT1, STAT3, AP2,
VDP, HIF-1A, BRCA-1, FOXO-1, FOXO-3, FOXO-4, P3000, TBP, YY1, CTF2,
NFκb, NFY and AR.
The following procedure was used to determine the effect of context on p53.
First, the probability weight matrices (PWM) for each TF were taken from
TRANSFAC (or inferred from the consensus sequence if it was not available).
The probability weight matrices are matrices that specify, for each position in a
binding site, what the probability is of that position being either A, C, G or T
(the PWM for STAT1 is shown in Table 4.9). The PWM is then converted to
a log-odds matrix by taking, for each element in the PWM, log(p/f), where p
is the probability given by the PWM and f is the frequency of the base in the
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background composition (i.e., the frequencies of each base in the entire length of
each promoter I examined). Then, given any sequence of bases the same length
as the binding site taken from the promoter sequence, the log-odds matrix will
give a score that tells how likely it is that the site is a binding site. However,
Position/Base A C G T
1 0.23 0.33 0.35 0.10
2 0.38 0.17 0.17 0.27
3 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.60
4 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.96
5 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.96
6 0.29 0.67 0.04 0.00
7 0.08 0.56 0.15 0.21
8 0.19 0.31 0.31 0.19
Table 4.9: Probability weight matrix for STAT1
given this score, there is still an issue of determining which are true binding sites;
I therefore needed a cutoff score. In order to determine this, I looked at p53, for
which I already had a large number of verified binding sites. Figure 4.14 shows
histograms of the scores of true p53 binding sites and randomly-generated sites
from the same background composition. Based on this information, I chose to
use a cutoff score of 8 so that about 99.6% of the probability mass to the right
of the threshold constituted true binding sites. Based on this, I could determine
where binding sites for other transcription factors were and their distance to the
verified p53 site.
Constructing features which could be used in a supervised learning algorithm
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Figure 4.14: Distributions of p53 log-odds matrix scores for verified binding sites
and random sequences.
for this data was tricky. In order to obtain a vector representation for each p53
site of the same length, the distance of the top-scoring site that exceeded the
threshold of 8 was used as an element in the vector, with TFs that had no sites
above the threshold set to 5000 (the length of the promoter sequence used). Along
with the classes as labels, the vectors were input into a random forest algorithm
and the resulting OOB error rate was 13.16%, while by chance I would expect
14%. The difference here is very slight, though, and increasing to the top 2 or 3
binding sites for each TF or changing the representation of features did not result
in any further improvement.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
In this thesis, I have presented novel methods for analyzing nucleic acids in bi-
ology. The first of these techniques involved computing the probability of occur-
rence of an RNA motif. Our analysis of these methods and contribution of a new
one has provided a way for researchers to choose an appropriate technique that
balances efficiency and accuracy; while the information content method is typi-
cally inaccurate, both the Poisson and upper bound approximations are accurate
for a wide range of different motifs and a new method using confidence inter-
vals provides a quantitative estimate of error in the approximation at the cost of
higher computational complexity. Also, by using the upper bound approximation
it is possible to determine whether any motif meets the criteria under which I’ve
determined these methods to be accurate. This is an important point: given
any motif, if the upper bound probabilities give results that meet the criteria
outlined in Section 2.2.4 then the probability that was just calculated is likely
a very accurate approximation, and if a more rigorous assurance of accuracy is
needed then our confidence interval method will provide it.
There are, however limitations to these techniques which could be addressed
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in future research. First of all, most of these techniques assume the distribution
of nucleotide bases is i.i.d., while actual biological RNA motifs have surely not
evolved in this way. Instead, naturally-occurring RNAs have been created by a
complex network of interactions which would be infeasible to model in its totality.
However, our confidence interval method partially overcomes this limitation by
generalizing to a Markov background and future applications of this model might
lead to more accurate results on biological motifs. Even the Markov model is
limited, though, and is not fully representative of biological motifs. Modeling se-
quences using a non-homogeneous Markov model - or other more complex models
- might be more appropriate, at the expense of higher complexity.
Despite the simplifying assumptions, applying these techniques to both artificially-
and naturally-selected motifs has resulted in conclusions that make a significant
contribution to our understanding of how RNAs have evolved. First of all, they
have helped explain compositional biases observed in both artificial and natural
motifs. Many compositional biases occur in biological processes, such as an over-
representation of the bases G and C in some regions of DNA or the purine bias
observed in naturally-occuring RNAs [33]. Even when biases such as these are
fairly ubiquitous, explaining them is not always simple. In the results presented
in this thesis, however, we have taken a step toward understanding the purine
bias of many RNAs. Specifically, I have shown that the purine bias of many
natural RNAs is also present in artificially-selected sequences and so cannot be
explained by intercellular interactions. Instead, the bias must be a consequence
of constraints on the RNAs themselves. Furthermore, we discovered that the
constraints imposed by having the correct sequence elements for the motif tend
to bias the composition in a way that is distinct from the biases imposed by the
folding constraints; combined, these two separate requirements favor RNAs with
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a purine-heavy composition.
Furthermore, the result that functional motifs do not occupy distinct regions
of composition space and have an overall purine bias has direct implications for
the design of SELEX experiments, especially since the i.i.d. sequence model
is consistent with how SELEX is performed. I have shown that imposing a
slight purine bias will increase the probability of finding functional motifs, no
matter what the function is. This is also important to our understanding of
the origin of life. As complex as life currently is, it was not always so. Indeed,
life began as very simple structures, with the first organisms possibly lacking
DNA and protein altogether [14]. Instead, they might have used RNA for many
different functions. Even in this simple world, however, complex RNAs must have
evolved from simpler ones. If RNAs with different functions had very different
compositions, then it would have been difficult to evolve new functional groups
of RNA because the jump from one function to another might involve a complex
set of mutations that drastically change the composition of the RNA. However,
I have shown that this is not so; many different RNAs with different functions
occupy the same region of composition space. Evolving new RNAs then might
have been possible by just a few simple mutations.
As the number of sequences available grows exponentially, the number of
motifs and complexity of their representation will also grow and this same analysis
could be applied to a larger number and wider variety of motifs in future research.
Also, extending the analysis from looking at the probability of a motif having the
sequence elements and folding correctly to include whether it is functional could
add another layer of information to this analysis. We plan on taking this step
by producing sequences in a lab that meet the specifications for sequence and
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folding and testing whether or not they are functional.
In this thesis I also presented a framework of machine learning techniques that
can help in finding patterns in sequence data. Interestingly, the application of
these techniques to p53 resulted in few significant results. This suggests that the
interactions between p53 and other biological molecules is a complex, dynamic
process that is difficult to model. However, understanding these interactions is
nonetheless very important for fields such as cancer research, since p53 has a
role in tumor suppression. Also, the techniques presented here could be applied
to many other domains of research in molecular biology. As the vast repository
of biological data only continues to grow, these methods will also need to be
extended to search for different patterns on other datasets.
It is important to realized that the analyses I have presented here are far from
final products. Instead, these results build on an enormous amount of research
that has been done previously and provide only a higher base from which future
researchers can continue. The world of biology has many more discoveries to be
made and finding them will require analysis techniques such as those presented
here.
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